Building a Wind Turbine
Submitted by Mary Lu, Science
IS 228, Brooklyn, New York
Target Grade: 6-8 Grade
Time Required: 6 days, 45 minutes a day
Standards:
●
●
●

MS-PS3-2. Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects
interacting at a distance changes, different amounts of potential energy are
stored in the system
HS-PS3-3. Design, build, and refine a device that works within given
constraints to convert one form of energy into another form of energy.
RHST.6–8.4: Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domainspecific works and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context
relevant to Grades 6–8 text and topics.

Lesson Objectives:
Students will:
•
•
•

Design a wind turbine
Create movement using a renewable resource
Construct blades that move the axle with the wind

Central Focus:
Students will be building a wind turbine under a few constraints. They will first research
the different types of turbines (vertical vs horizontal) and then continue to look at designs
online. Using their ideas, and what they know, they are presented with a goal of having
their wind turbines (powered using a fan to replicate wind) lift up 10 pennies.
Background Information:
Students have finished exploring the world of alternative energy and how these methods
could minimize the amount of nonrenewable resources we use. These young scientists
have explored how the use of fossil fuels can harm the world around us. We are exploring
various ways we can use natural resources/renewable resources to power our everyday
things. We explored solar energy, wind energy, and biofuels.
Materials

•
•
•

Wind turbine Packets
Turbine materials (this can vary, but some are listed on the turbine packet already)
iPad/laptops

Instruction
Day 1
Introduction
Present Challenge: Create wind turbines that can life up a contraption of at least 10
pennies. Note competitive nature, “The group with the most number of pennies get
bragging rights!”.
Step 1: Tell students they will be engineers that design a wind turbine, but only have
sponsors from one company who are giving them $20 dollars. They are also only allowed
to shop in the “classroom’s store”—no other stores allowed.
Step 3: Pull up pictures of different turbines and begin researching the difference
between horizontal and vertical axle turbines.
Day 2
Introduction
Step 1: Show students all the materials that will be used & explain to them their price
limit of $20. Each student will be given $20 and if they lose it, it will be lost forever. So,
remind them to be responsible.
Activity
Step 2: Students should be planning their designs on page 3 of the packet that asks for a
detailed diagram and explanation of their design using the science terminology.
Day 3
Step 1: Finish planning and open school store for students to “purchase” the supplies
needed for their models. Make the fan readily available for all students.
Day 4 and 5
Step 1: Today the groups will build their wind turbine. Make sure the students have
access to the fan.

Testing day
Students will test their turbines with the pennies. Allow students to rebuild if needed.

Differentiation
In this lesson the teacher will verbally and instructionally scaffold. The grouping will be
flexible to allow students to engage with another. A graphic organizer will be used to help
separate data.
Assessment
Formative
Students will be assessed through teacher observation and discussion. Students will be
grades on their notebook/journal and oral defense. See materials page for reflection
questions for journal.
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